We have determined the optimal beams for free-space optical transmission through atmospheric turbulence. These are stochastic eigenmodes derived analytically from a canonical turbulence model, assuming known turbulence statistics. Under weak or strong turbulence, using these modes as transmit and receive bases minimizes signal degradation by turbulence, and minimizes the complexity of any signal processing method employed to compensate for turbulence. These modes can be mapped to/from single-mode waveguides by fundamentally lossless modal multiplexers and demultiplexers. Adaptive optics can be replaced by adaptive multi-input multi-output signal processing, enabling compensation of fast fluctuations of both phase and amplitude.
INTRODUCTION
The propagation of beams through random media is of fundamental importance in applications such as optical communications, remote sensing, and imaging. However, coherent fields that propagate through random media such as atmospheric turbulence are subject to distortion and scintillation that can cause considerable degradation in system performance. In a modal communication system [1] [2] , which exploits spatial degrees of freedom by launching modulated data signals onto different orthogonal spatial optical modes, aberrations induced by turbulence on the transmitted modes result in signal degradation from mode coupling and mode cross-talk, thus reducing the channel capacity of the system. Here, we consider the problem of finding optimal transmission beams [3] [4] for propagation through the random atmosphere based on the knowledge of the second-order moment of the propagated field. The covariance function ( , ) is the crucial ingredient in the coherent mode decomposition analysis, as it encodes the notion of similarity between the fields at points , . 1 The statistics of a field that has propagated through atmospheric turbulence can be characterized by the covariance or, similarly, by its associated normal-mode decomposition, a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of correlated fields into a set of amplitudes of linearly uncorrelated fields called eigenmodes.
Assuming that the covariance function of the atmospheric fields is integrable over the region occupied by the fields in the transmitter plane, it represents a Hilbert-Schmidt kernel and, by Mercer's theorem, it may be expanded in a series of orthogonal functions of the form
where the eigenvalues λ and the eigenmodes ( ) satisfy the Fredholm integral equation
The summation in Eq. (1), in general, may be a finite or infinite sum. The eigenvalues are non-negative and, loosely speaking, describe the amount of power allocated on average to the eigenmode . Indeed, for = = , we have ( , ) = ∑ λ | ( )| . The eigenmodes are orthogonal and are typically taken to be orthonormal. The orthonormality implies that * ( ) ( ) = δ , with δ the Kronecker symbol. Equation (1) is often called the coherent mode representation of the covariance function.
STATISTICAL EIGENMODES OF LASER BEAMS IN THE ATMOSPHERE
The eigenvalues λ and the eigenmodes ( ) of the coherent mode representation are obtained as the solution of the homogeneous Fredholm integral equation Eq. (2). For coherent beams in Kolmogorov atmospheric turbulence, a propagation model using the extended Huygens-Fresnel principle expresses the covariance function at the receiver aperture as
where is the beam intensity radius, and = 6.88 ⁄ is proportional to the coherence diameter describing the spatial correlation of field fluctuations in the receiver plane. Unfortunately, as happens frequently in the study of propagation effects through the turbulent atmosphere, the 5/3-power law makes the analytic solution to Eq. (2) intractable.
In order to overcome the difficulties with the 5/3-power law, when the coherence width is small ( > ), we can consider a statistical model in which the random fields are expressed as finite sums over statistically independent cells in the receiver aperture. To a good approximation, the field can be considered to consist of ( ⁄ ) independent speckle cells, each of radius . As the spatial variation of the random field in any of these independent cells can be described as a quadratic power law, we can approximate the total field covariance as a linear superposition of a number of Gaussianshaped basis functions. We have shown that this expansion leads to a squared exponential covariance function:
with , , and described in terms of and as 1 = 2 + 2
We have verified numerically that this approach is very accurate, even when the number of speckle cells ( ⁄ ) within the receiver area is very small.
The advantage of considering the modulated squared exponential covariance function (4) is that its coherent mode decomposition can be developed analytically. We have shown, as can be verified by direct substitution, that its stochastic eigenmodes ( ) are given by the normalized Laguerre-Gauss (LG) modes
where | | are the normalized Laguerre polynomials and = 0, ±1 ± 2, … and = 0, 1, 2, … are arranged in a doubleindexed sequence. The are sorted in ascending order n= 1, 2, … by decreasing eigenvalues :
Here,
where is the effective beam width of the modes, which, as expected, depends on the coherence width (see Fig. 1 ).
SPACE-MULTIPLEXED LASER COMMUNICATION
In this section, we investigate transmission using orthogonal spatial modes over a general atmospheric channel, applying mode-division multiplexing to near-field line-of-sight (LOS) free-space optical communication. Here, the term "nearfield" refers to link geometries in which, on average, the minimum spot size on the receiver plane is smaller than the receiver aperture, yielding near-perfect power coupling when the beam is focused on the receiver. We consider a modal multiplexing system that transmits a complete set of spatial modes, such as all the LG, with a common central rotation axis. We assume that all modes are efficiently multiplexed at the transmitter, and spatially co-propagate through the atmospheric channel. We consider that at the receiver, the modes are demultiplexed without loss or crosstalk (see, e.g., [7] [8]) and are detected coherently [9] [10].
Given transmit and receive modes, and frequency-flat fading, the baseband complex model we consider is
where and are the × 1 input and output vectors, respectively, while ~ ( , ) is additive circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise. The input vector component represents the signal amplitude transmitted in the th mode, while the output vector component represents the signal amplitude received in the th mode . The channel is characterized by the × random matrix , with entries representing the scattering gain from transmit mode to receive mode . Assuming a constraint on the total transmitted power for each channel realization, the spectral efficiency, in bit/s/Hz, can be represented as where the the white G information computed us allocating transmit power control to each sub-channel based on the water-pouring theorem. In this case, the ergodicaverage capacity given by Eq. (7) simplifies to the sum S = log (1 + ) , (8) where are the singular values of the channel covariance matrix and are the average SNRs in the orthogonal subchannels using the optimized power allocation, given by = ⁄ , with the water-pouring-based transmitted power in the th sub-channel and the noise variance in each receiver element. The standard water-pouring algorithm allocates power such that ⁄ + is the same for all active orthogonal sub-channels and is zero for all idle subchannels, subject to the total input power constraint . As can be seen from Eq. (8) , the spectral efficiency is determined by the number of independently addressable spatially multiplexed sub-channels and by their corresponding . 5 If the transmitter has access to the statistical distribution of , but not to itself, the transmit sub-channel directions and power allocations cannot be based on knowledge of the instantaneous channel state, but can be optimized based on statistics of the channel states that are fed back from the receiver to the transmitter. 6 Now, we consider that the eigenvectors of the input covariance are equal the stochastic eigenmodes of the channel covariance . We address the optimization of the eigenvalues of the transmit covariance matrix, i.e., the power allocation policy, with a water-pouring algorithm. The fading channel cannot be partitioned into orthogonal independent channels and the ergodic-average spectral efficiency is computed as
In order to understand the benefit offered by the transmission strategies described above, we also consider the extreme case in which the transmitter has access to neither instantaneous nor statistical channel state information. When the transmitter has statistical knowledge of the channel state, it can adjust its transmission strategy to the correlation properties of the channel and adapt the beam width of the set of stochastic eigenmodes to the spatial statistics of the received fields, as described by . When no channel information is available at the transmitter, however, the transmitter cannot adapt to potential correlation in the channel. In this scenario, the only possible strategy is to use a family of LG modes with fixed beam width and split the transmit power equally over all transmit modes, even though some of these beams will not propagate effectively through the channel. In this extreme case, the fading channel is completely unknown at the transmitter and the ergodic-average spectral efficiency is computed as = log ( + * * ) .
Here, the covariance matrix = * for the set of LG modes considered in this transmission strategy is represented by the change of basis matrix , of which each column consists of the components of the corresponding mode of the set on the basis of the atmospheric stochastic eigenmodes.
Figure Error! Reference source not found.2 considers Eqs. (8)- (10) and show plots of the spectral efficiency as a function of coherence parameter ( /δ) and a signal level described by SNR . It shows that better performance is obtained when statistical information about the channel is used. The capacity improvement obtained by exploiting even partial channel knowledge is substantial. It is interesting to observe the anticipated weak-turbulence behavior at small coherence parameter ( /δ), where the entire transmit power is allocated to a small number of individual eigenvectors. 
